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Abstract
The goal of this thesis was to create an object recognition pipeline for millimeter wave radar
data. The work presents a mechanism for encoding the radar data into images as well as
an in-house developed annotation tool to facilitate the dataset creation for the You Only
Look Once (YOLO) based object recognition models. The YOLO detector trained on a
cycling route dataset reported 91% accuracy. This solution, therefore, provides a proof of
concept that can be further developed to improve the detection capabilities or to meet the
requirements of the specific use cases and environments.

Abstrakt
Cílem této práce bylo vytvořit mechanismus klasifikace detekcí z radaru pracujícího v
pásmu milimetrových vln. Práce představuje systém pro zakódování radarových dat do
obrázku a dále specializovaný anotační nástroj pro podporu vytváření datových sad cílených
pro použití v You Only Look Once (YOLO) metodách detekce objektů. Na datové sadě
vytvořené na základě radarových snímků z cyklostezky vykazoval tento detektor úspěšnost
91%. Na základě této skutečnosti lze konstatovat, že moje řešení je důkazem proveditelnosti
tohoto přístupu, který lze dále rozvíjet směrem k docílení vyšší přesnosti detekcí, případně
jej přizpůsobit speciálním potřebám a prostředím.

Keywords
mmWave radar, millimeter wave radar, data encoding, image encoding mechanism, image
annotation, YOLO object recognition
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Rozšířený abstrakt
Jakmile lidské oko spatří fotografii, pošle tuto vizuální informaci do mozku, schopného
okamžité analýzy, co se zobrazovaných objektů a jejich okolí týče. Současné počítače
dosahují již srovnatelných výkonů - vnímány perspektivou konvolučních neuronových sítí,
fotografie, případně snímek videa, poskytují nepřeberné množství informace o objektech
na nich zobrazených. Zařízení pořizující tyto záznamy však patří mezi energeticky velmi
náročná, což výrazně snižuje jejich použitelnost v situacích, kdy je energie vzácným zdrojem.
Dále je jejich výstup výrazně ovlivněn nepříznivým počasím a nízkou světelnou hladinou.

Výše uvedené nedostatky dokáže řešit technologie radarů pracujících v pásmu milimetro-
vých vln, schopná poskytnout relevantní informace o scéně při minimálním množství spotře-
bované energie. Tyto radary jsou navíc schopny určit rychlost a vzdálenost objektů, což
by jinak pro neuronové sítě představovalo velmi náročný úkol. Oblastí, kde však radar
zaostává, je klasifikace snímaných objektů, která v praxi není možná bez využití metod
strojového učení.

K dispozici je tedy výkonný analytický systém, schopen zpracovávat fotografie s nebý-
valou přesností, na druhé straně pak pokročilá, energeticky efektivní technologie sběru dat.
Nabízejícím se řešením může být výstup této technologie poskytnout zmíněnému analytick-
ému systému ke zpracování, což vystihuje směřování aktivit v rámci této práce, kladoucí si
za cíl pomocí konvolučních neuronových sítí výrazně kompenzovat nedostatky v klasifikační
schopnosti radarů.

Jak již bylo naznačeno, jedním z cílů práce bylo vytvořit mechanismus pro zakódování
informací získaných z radaru do obrázku. K tomu byl využit analytický nástroj v jazyce
Python, implementovaný společností CAMEA, zpracovávající tok dat z radaru a poskytu-
jící detekované body a z nich složené objekty jako datové struktury k zakódování. Jeho
nadstavbou pak byl v rámci této práce implementovaný konvertor a anotátor dat, využí-
vající k zakódování barevných kanálů R, G a B. Jako veličiny vhodné k zakódování do
těchto kanálů byly po mnoha iteracích zvoleny rychlost a poměr signálu a šumu pro daný
bod. Pro třetí barevný kanál bylo provedeno několik experimentů s trojrozměrnými daty s
vidinou využití vertikální souřadnice bodu. Tento koncept byl však nakonec pro účely této
práce opuštěn z důvodu chyby v implementaci radarového 3D sledovacího nástroje, který
k objektům přiřazoval zcela irelevantní body. Třetímu kanálu byla tedy nakonec přiřazena
rychlost objektu jako celku, dále zvýrazňující důležitost rychlosti jakožto diskriminativního
faktoru.

V případě dvourozměrných dat pak výzvu představovalo dělení rychlejších entit (např.
cyklistů) na více objektů v okrajových zónách radarového snímání. Mezi hlavní příčiny
patřila implementace sledovacího nástroje pracujícího v polárních souřadnicích, vedoucí k
odlišné orientaci radarové detekční elipsy v okrajových oblastech (vertikální namísto hori-
zontální), a tudíž k nesprávné detekci více objektů misto jednoho. Toto úskalí bylo vyřešeno
pomocí omezení oblasti, odkud datový konvertor převádí objekty ke konverzi. Nacházel-
li se objekt již mimo vymezenou oblast, přestal být vnímán jako relevantní pro konverzi;
totožný mechanismus byl aplikován při jeho příchodu.

V rámci experimentování s vhodným mechanismem zakódování byl dále implementován
specializovaný anotační nástroj, výrazně urychlující tvorbu rozsáhlých datových sad. Posky-
tuje jednoduché uživatelské rozhraní, které je inicializováno ve chvíli, kdy je na záznamu
detekován nový, doposud neznámý, objekt. Jeho významným přínosem je schopnost na
základě jednou anotovaného objektu, pohybujícího se přes celý rozsah snímané oblasti, do
datové sady automatizovaně přidat několik desítek obrázků, odpovídajících jednotlivým
radarovým snímkům. Ke každému z těchto obrázků je přiřazena informace o pozicích všech



objektů v něm zobrazených, a to ve formátu odpovídajícím požadavkům využité architek-
tury konvolučních neuronových sítí.

S využitím tohoto anotačního nástroje byla následně sestavena datová sada čítající 20863
radarových snímků vytvořených z radarového a videozáznamu pořízeného na frekventované
cyklostezce v Praze. Po studiu současných metod detekce objektů na základě konvolučních
neuronových sítí byla zvolena tzv. You Only Look Once (YOLO) architektura. Bylo
natrénováno několik YOLO modelů a provedeno několik detekčních běhů na testovacích
datech. Pro prostředí cyklostezky dosáhl natrénovaný model úspěšnosti 91%.

Vzhledem k tomu, že výstup této práce lze považovat za úspěšně splněnou studii proveditel-
nosti daného přístupu k detekci radarových dat, bude možné ji rozšířit v několika směrech.
Rád bych dosáhl optimalizovanějšího mechanismu zakódování dat do obrázků, aby posky-
tovaly ještě výstižnější odraz situace na radarovém snímku a na základě toho mohlo být
dosaženo větší úspěšnosti při detekcích. Další možnou cestou je využít obecného charak-
teru konverzního algoritmu a specializovat jej pro specifické účely, jako například detekce
osobních oproti nákladním vozidlům.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Once a human eye comes across an image, it passes the contained visual information to the
brain to obtain an immediate break down of objects that the image consists of. Nowadays,
computer object recognition in images has reached almost a human-level performance. Hav-
ing all these high-performing detectors readily available to process the thousands of images
and hundreds of thousands of video frames, a shift of focus towards the data itself and their
origin is reasonable.

From the perspective of the Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), a high resolution
image or video frame contains an incredible amount of information about the objects it
depicts. Capturing these sources of information, though, is not for free. The devices gen-
erating these valuable information sources consume significant amount of energy, rendering
them unsuitable for use cases where energy is a scarce resource. Also, cameras are greatly
impacted by adverse weather conditions and low-light environments.

This is where the recently developed millimeter wave (mmWave) radar technology comes
into play. Although not being able to provide such a complex snapshot of the environment,
the mmWave radars are able to provide a reasonable amount of information using elec-
tromagnetic waves at a fraction of the energy cost. On top of that, they are also able to
directly provide information about the speed and distance of the object and even track its
movement. While determining speed and distance of the object presents a pretty difficult
task for the CNN and an easy one for the radar, the inverse is true about the object classi-
fication, where classifying an object on a radar is a non-trivial problem requiring the usage
of the machine learning techniques.

To sum it up, on one hand there is a powerful analytic engine able to process image
with unbelievable accuracy, while on the other there is an efficient technology able to
extract precise information from the environment. So what if the outputs from this subtle
technology are somehow converted into an image, thus reaping the benefits of both? This
thesis aims to answer precisely this question. Its goal is to identify a way to encode the
information from the radar frames into images, so that the CNNs can be trained on them
and consequently be used as object detectors.

In the beginning, a concise introduction is presented on the principles of millimeter
wave technology and those of Convolutional neural networks with the emphasis on object
recognition. The next chapter describes the radar data toolkit implemented and provided
by the CAMEA company, as well as the logic behind conversion of radar data into images.
What follows is the description of the process of a prototype dataset creation and of the
challenges that had to be faced. The remaining two chapters describe the CNN framework
used, its training using the prototype dataset, the evaluation procedures and the results.
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Chapter 2

Summary of the current state

This chapter presents the overview of the state-of-the-art FMCW radar technology and the
background of the You Only Look Once (YOLO) detection model based on Convolutional
neural network (CNN) used for detecting and classifying the radar detections.

2.1 Millimeter wave radar technology
Millimeter wave (mmWave) radar is a special class of radars that transmits electromagnetic
waves of short wavelength. By capturing the reflected signal it is able to determine velocity,
range and angle of the object. Thanks to its 4mm wavelength and 60-64 GHz frequency
range [12] the radar is capable of detecting a fraction of millimeter movements and it is
possible to compose it using smaller-sized system components.

In this work, a radar utilizing a special class of millimeter wave technology, frequency
modulated continuous wave (FMCW), is used to generated the data. Unlike the traditional
radar systems that transmit short pulses periodically, this radar measures range, angle and
velocity of the objects by continuously transmitting frequency-modulated signal.

2.1.1 Range measurement

The fundamental principle of identifying objects by a radar is transmitting a signal that
reflects on the surface of objects. For this purposes, the FMCW radar uses a signal called
chirp, whose frequency increases linearly with time - see 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Chirp signal - amplitude as a function of time
[12]

A chirp signal is sent towards the object and, consequently, the returning chirp signal
has to be captured in order to be able to determine the distance. This is processed by the
radio frequency components of the FMCW radar as depicted in the block diagram in 2.2.

3



Figure 2.2: Block diagram of FMCW radar [12]

The whole process can be described as follows:

1. The chirp signal is generated by the synthetizer

2. Afterwards it is transmitted by transmit antenna (TX ant.)

3. A reflected signal is captured by the receiving antenna (RX ant.). As can be seen in
2.3, the RX chirp is a time-delayed version of the TX chirp.

4. The transmitted and received signal are mixed in the frequency mixer1 and interme-
diate frequency (IF) signal of a constant frequency is produced (see the bottom part
of 2.3) .

Figure 2.3: TX and RX chirps [12]

1Electronic component that takes two signals as an input and creates a signal with a new frequency as
the output.
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2.1.2 Velocity measurement

For velocity measurement, two chirps are issued separated by a time interval of 𝑇𝑐 as
indicated in the Figure 2.4. Each of the reflected signals is subject to FFT processing, by
which the range of the object is determined. The key differentiator of objects with different
velocities in is the phase of the range-FFT as depicted in the Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Velocity measurement using two chirp signals [12]

An issue occurs, though, when there are two objects at the same range from the radar.
In this case, they generate reflective chirps with identical IF frequencies. Therefore, the
range-FFT will report a single peak representing combined signal from all these equi-range
objects . In this case, to resolve the issue, the radar has to transmit N equally spaced chirps.
Again, N identically located peaks are obtained through range-FFT but each with different
phase incorporating the phase contributions from both these objects [12]. This is processed
by a second FFT, called Doppler-FFT that is able to differentiate the two objects.

2.1.3 Angle measurement

The millimeter wave radar is able to estimate the Angle of Arrival (AoA) of the reflected
signal in the horizontal plane (Figure 2.5a). The estimation is based on the fact that a small
change in distance results in a phase change in the peak of the range-FFT or Doppler-FFT
[12]. This property is used in the AoA estimation using two RX antennas as depicted in
the Figure 2.5b.

2.2 Convolutional neural networks & object detection
With the increase of computing power available to perform the machine learning tasks the
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the method of choice for researchers trying to
create machine learning models that are able to extract pieces of information from the image
data source (among other sources). This chapter will start with a short introduction of the
CNN properties and principles, then a discussion of approaches towards object detection in
images will follow. To conclude the chapter, one specific approach - You Only Look Once
- will be discussed in more detail.
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(a) Angle of Arrival (AoA) (b) Two RX antennas required to estimate AoA

Figure 2.5: Angle measurement of the millimeter wave radar
[12]

2.2.1 Convolutional neural networks

The CNNs are tailored to process a grid-like topology, for example two-dimensional grid
of pixels which corresponds to an image. In their architecture, they use a specialized
kind of linear operation - convolution - in at least one of their layers, instead of general
matrix multiplication used in the traditional neural network architectures [10]. Intuitively,
convolution is an operation that defines multiple convolution filters and applies them one by
one, pixel by pixel on the whole image. Its aim is to extract various patterns that constitute
the object the detector is looking for. Another important part in the CNN architecture,
complementing the convolution layers, is represented by a pooling layer. Pooling is an
operation to progressively reduce the spatial size of the representation to reduce the amount
of parameters and computation in the network [13] while preserving the features extracted
in the convolution layer.

To provide an overview, a typical layer of a convolutional network consists of three stages
[10] (see also Figure 2.6):

1. The layer performs several convolutions in parallel to produce a set of linear activa-
tions.

2. Each linear activation is run through a nonlinear activation function (e.g. ReLU).

3. A pooling function that replaces the output of the network at a certain location with
a summary statistic of the nearby outputs is applied.

Objective function

The goal of the neural network training in general, thus of the CNN training as well, is
to find the optimal set of millions, often tens of millions of parameters, that result in the
best possible performance in solving the problem at hand. Therefore, the training process
can be described as an optimization problem to maximize (or minimize) some criterium. In
order to be able to measure the performance, the criterium needs to be formally defined.
This criterium is represented by the objective function.

Its logic is rather straightforward as can be seen in the Equation 2.1 - taking in current
parameters of the network along with the validation data, it produces a number as a result.
In order to change the return value, the only way is to change the parameters of the model
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Figure 2.6: Components of a typical Convolutional neural
network layer [10]

as the validation data are of a fixed value. And this is what happens at the end of each
training epoch - using a backpropagation optimization algorithm, the parameters of the
layers are updated with the goal of maximizing or minimizing the objective function. In
other words and more intuitively, if the value of the objective function moves in the desired
direction, it means that the performance in the task at hand is better that it has been so
far.

𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠, 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎) = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 (2.1)

2.2.2 Object detection

Object detection, also referred to as object recognition, encompasses two tasks - one of them
being object classification and the other object localization. For instance in the ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge the object recognition term was used broadly
to encompass both image classification (a task requiring an algorithm to determine what
object classes are present in the image) as well as object detection (a task requiring an
algorithm to localize all objects present in the image. [16].
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To draw a line between these two terms, to classify an object means to predict its class,
while object localization attemps to find the object and draw a bounding box around it,
precisely depicting its location.

Based on the above, a systematic overview can be presented as follows [4]:

∙ Image Classification

– Input: an image containing a single object
– Output: label of the class

∙ Object Localization

– Input: an image containing one or more objects
– Output: one or more bounding boxes

∙ Object Detection

– Input: an image with one or more objects
– Output: one or more bounding boxes, each bounding box is assigned a label of

the class it encapsulates

Earlier work on object detection attempted to use the classification architecture to solve
the detection problems. In practice, this means that a classifier for a given object is evalu-
ated at various locations in a test image [14]. This is for example the case of the Felzenszwalb
et al. [6], who use a sliding window where the classifier is run step-by-step on the entire
image.

Currently, there are two main approaches to solve the object detection problem:

∙ Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNNs) using region predic-
tors to generate potential bounding boxes and running the classification algorithms
on those. R-CNNs combine two key insights [8]:

1. The ability to apply high high-capacity CNNs to bottom-up region proposals in
order to localize and segment objects.

2. Supervised pre-training for an auxiliary task followed by domain-specific fine-
tuning yields a significant performance boost.

∙ You Only Look Once class of algorithms that perform the localization and classi-
fication simultaneously, discussed in the Section 2.2.3.

A common denominator of the approaches based on the R-CNNs is their complexity. Each of
the following stages requires precise adjustment and, more importantly, the whole system is
very slow, taking more than 40 seconds per image at test time [9]. To get a deeper intuition
about the pipeline complexity, its composition is as follows [14]:

∙ Selective search algorithm for bounding box generation

∙ CNN for feature extraction

∙ Support Vector Machines to score the bounding boxes

∙ a linear model to adjust the bounding boxes

∙ and, finally, non-max suppresion to eliminate duplicate detections

8



2.2.3 You Only Look Once (YOLO)

In contrast to approaches based on R-CNNs which separate localization and classification
tasks into two parts, You Only Look Once (YOLO) model performs object detection (bound-
ing boxes predictions and class probabilities inference) using a single neural network looking
at the object just once. A single CNN predicts bounding boxes and class probabilities at
the same time. After that the resulting detections are tresholded by the model’s confidence
[14]. The pipeline is depicted in the Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: The YOLO Detection System [14]

There are multiple benefits associated with such architecture:

∙ Detection speed. YOLO is very fast - 100 times faster than even the modern
R-CNN variants called Fast R-CNN. 1000 times faster than the traditional R-CNN
approaches [14].

∙ Global reasoning. As YOLO models always process the image as a whole, they do
not miss the opportunity to learn the contextual information about the environment
in which the objects usually appear and use it in the detection process. Seeing the
larger context, they are far less likely to mistake background patches for the objects
[14].

∙ Generalizable representations. The experiments proved that when trained on
natural images and artwork, it outperforms other object detection approaches signif-
icantly [14]. Exhibiting these capabilities of generalization, one can assume YOLO
models are far less likely to fail when facing extraordinary detection challenges.

Having enumerated all the advantages, there is an important characteristics in which the
YOLO approach is lacking in comparison with its peers - accuracy of detections. While
being superb as far as the speed is concerned, YOLO models exhibit issues with precise
localization, especially in case of small objects.

Objective function

In the previous section it has been established that the objective function of a neural
network model is a formal definition of its goal. In that case, it is reasonable to assume
that it should be possible, by analyzing it, to infer what are the most important factors
taken into account when reporting a model’s performance.

The objective function for YOLO to be minimized as defined by Redmon et al. in [14]
is depicted in the Figure 2.8. It can be broken down as follows:

∙ The blue part of the objective function represents penalization of the wrongly posi-
tioned bounding boxes; the first term penalizes incorrect location of the center point,

9



Figure 2.8: YOLOv5 loss function [14]

the second incorrect estimates of bounding box height and width, while errors in small
bounding boxes are considered graver than in the large ones.

∙ The green part calculates the loss associated with the confidence score for each
bounding box predictor. The first term reflects the presence of an object in the
bounding box whereas the second one reflects its absence. The (𝐶𝑖 − 𝐶𝑖)

2 represents
the Intersection over Union of the ground truth and detected bounding boxes (see the
Section 5.3.2 for details).

∙ The red part represents the classification loss. It is pretty similar to a standard Sum
of squared errors loss function except for the 𝑖𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑖𝑗 term that ensures no classification
penalization is returned from this term when no object is present.
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Chapter 3

Radar data conversion

This chapter shortly describes the Data Analyzer tool provided by the CAMEA company
that provides the data and basic run-time for the Data Converter & Annotator tool imple-
mented in this work.

In the next part of the chapter, the Data Converter & Annotator itself is described in
more detail. Firstly, the implemented data structures are briefly introduced. Next section
deals with configuration challenges faced during the implementation and, finally, the whole
process of converting the radar data points into the PNG images, as well as the data set
annotation, is described.

3.1 Radar data parsing
The Data Analyzer implemented by CAMEA is a tool that is able to parse the radar
data stream and draw visualizations of radar points movements in real-time, as well as
analyze and visualize their properties - signal-to-noise ratio and the Doppler velocity. It is
implemented in Python language. There are two different modes in which it operates:

1. a streaming mode for real-time radar data streaming over the network or for creating
the recordings for later use

2. a playback mode for playing the stored radar recordings along with the corresponding
video recording

In context of this work, the Data Analyzer was used for two main purposes:

1. CAMEA provided around a dozen of different radar data & video recordings recorded
in different environments with different radar configurations. The adjustments in the
radar configurations were made based on the feedback during the implementation of
the consequent data conversion and annotation process.

2. Its playback mode served as a run-time for the Data Converter & Annotator tool. The
Data Analyzer provided the data objects representing the radar targets and points
on a frame-by-frame basis to ensure a straightforward further processing.

As discussed above, the Data Converter & Annotator is an extension of the Data Analyzer,
therefore there are some data entities that it directly uses. Let me mention the most
important ones:
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∙ Point class with its attributes capturing the x, y and z coordinates of the point in
the 3D space (or x, y in 2D)

∙ Point3dCart class holding reference to an instance of Point and the Doppler velocity
of the point, its signal-to-noise ratio and the target id of the target that it has been
assigned to by the radar object tracker.

∙ target label treshold defining the number of frames that have to pass by without
an occurence of the target in order to consider the target as lost. In that case its label
defined during the annotation process is deleted. Should a target with the same id
appear in the next frame, it needs to be annotated.

As mentioned earlier, the Data Analyzer serves as a runtime for processing the binary
files containing the radar recording. It provides the user with the two plots - the first
one for displaying the captured data points and the second one to be able to see the
corresponding real object in a synchronized video recording (see 3.1). Both plots, namely
the one displaying the video recording, are essential for data conversion and annotation.
In its data processing part (DataProcessorThread), an iteration over radar data points and
the corresponding targets present in the defined boundary box is performed. This is where
the Data Converter & Annotator extension comes into play.

Figure 3.1: mmmWaveAnalyzer by CAMEA. The left figure
displays the radar data points and the tracked targets (blue
circle) while the right figure plays the corresponding video
recording

3.2 From point-clouds to images
In the previous section the basic properties of mmWave Data Analyzer were discussed. As
already mentioned, the Data Converter & Annotator is an extension that processes the
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radar data point and target structures towards the desired goal. It is launched from the
DataProcessorThread.

3.2.1 Data converter data structures

Classes

∙ FrameRepository is a container for storing the frames. It also contains the history
of detected objects (targets) to facilitate the data annotation.

∙ Frame is a data structure representing the radar frame. It stores all the targets
captured in the frame and provides useful methods to work with them.

∙ Target is an abstraction of the detected object. A target holds reference to multiple
NormalizedPoint objects that were assigned to it by the millimeter wave radar.

∙ NormalizedPoint is a data structure representing a point detected by the millimeter
wave radar. Its attributes are normalized so that the point can be projected in the
output image.

∙ Environment is a helper class that sets up the following:

– value ranges for normalization purposes (see 3.2.2)
– boundary box dimensions (derived from the boundary box dimensions of the

Data Analyzer)
– important values for normalization (i.e. boundary box dimensions) and methods

for normalizing the value of velocity and signal-to-noise-ratio of the points. It
also initiates the export environment.

Modules

∙ annot_helper.py is a module that facilitates the annotation of the training data.
It initializes a simple GUI through which the detected objects are annotated.

∙ packager.py is a module for creating training, validation and inference dataset by
distributing the images and its YOLO annotations to the appropriate directory struc-
ture.

∙ inference_checker.py is a module for processing the outputs of the YOLOv5 de-
tector and to measure the accuracy of the classifications.

3.2.2 RGB image encoding

RGB colour model

RGB colour model is an additive model in which colours are mixed together with variable
intensity to generate a full colour spectrum. Its name is defined by the three basic colours -
red, green and blue. In the RGB, every colour is determined by a unique mix of intensities
of each channel. Maximum intensity value in each channel produces a white colour, while
black colour is generated using the minimum values.

The size of the colour spectrum that is obtained depends on the bit depth of the channels.
8-bit channels produce a 256*256*256 = 16,7 million colours, while the 16-bit channels
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(values 0-65535) are capable of displaying 281 trillion colours in total. For this work, the
16-bit RGB format was chosen to make the channel more sensitive to a change in the
underlying value.

Radar data encoding

Each millimeter wave radar frame containing one or more targets and meeting the condi-
tions defined in 3.2.3 is exported as an image in the 16-bit PNG format using the Python
NumPy library. The position of each target point on the image is given by its normalized
coordinates1.

Each of the 16-bit colour channels are utilized to encode an attribute of the point, namely:

∙ R channel captures:

– the vertical coordinate of the point (z) in case of three-dimensional data
– calculated target speed 2 to emphasize the velocity property of the object in case

of two-dimensional data

∙ G channel contains its signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),

∙ and, finally, B channel encodes the Doppler velocity of the point.

In order to maximize the colour differentiation of points with different attribute values a
method to divide the 0-65535 3 range had to be selected for each colour channel.

The encoding process for all channels follows the pattern described below. Let me
choose the Doppler velocity (blue channel) for explanatory purposes, bearing in mind that
the exact same process applies for the signal-to-noise ratio and for the vertical Z coordinate
in case of 3D data and target velocity in case of 2D data as well. The steps performed are:

∙ arbitrary selection of maximum and minimum value for the given quantity

∙ calculating the difference of these values, e.g. for Doppler velocity:
𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛

∙ determining the step between values: 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 = 65535/𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓

∙ creating an array of values ordered by size and starting from 0 where each element
is increased by the value of the step. An example for the maximum and minimum
Doppler velocities of 20 km/h and 0 km/h, respectively, can be found in 3.2.

To conclude with an example, let us suppose there is a 2D radar data point with a 5 km/h
Doppler velocity, SNR value of 8 and an assigned target with a target speed of 7 km/h that
needs to be encoded. Let me assume the minimum value of 0 and maximum value of 20 for
both Doppler velocity and signal-to-noise ratio. Looking into the Figure 3.2, the resulting
RGB dictionary data structure in Python language will be constructed as follows:

{’R’: 22932, ’G’: 26208, ’B’: 16380}

1Attributes of the object of NormalizedPoint type (see 3.2.1)
2Determined by the radar tracker
3Maximum value of the unsigned 16-bit range lies at 65535
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>>> print(velocities)
[0, 3276, 6552, 9828, 13104, 16380, 19656, 22932, 26208, .....]
>>> len(velocities)
20

Figure 3.2: Example of the normalization of colour channel
values for Doppler velocity (Python language interpreter)

The resulting image constructed as a set of all these 2D encodings might look as depicted
in Figure 3.3. Note that the object on the left exhibits a significantly higher level of red
colour, therefore indicating its velocity is much higher compared to its right counterpart.
The radar points are also more scattered along the vertical axis which would also indicate a
longer object. Indeed, the left object is a cyclist in motion whereas the right one represents
a walking pedestrian.

Figure 3.3: Radar frame encoding example

3.2.3 Radar data conversion & annotation process

In the previous section the properties of the target data structure - RGB image - were
introduced. The following section will describe the process of converting the radar data
points into images using the data structures mentioned in section 3.2.1.

Configuration

As there are multiple parameters that influence the efficiency of the radar data conversion,
let me shortly introduce them:

∙ mode: A switch that determines if the data conversion runs in 2D or 3D mode.

∙ size factor: The resulting RGB image size is size factor * boundary box dimensions.

∙ deadzone percentage: The percentage of the height of the boundary box that is
excluded from the data conversion process. A value of 0.1 means that in total 1/10 of
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the boundary box height will be ignored - 1/20 from its top, 1/20 from its bottom as
depicted in the Figure 3.4. This parameter has been added to diminish the effects of
the mmWave radar’s lower tracking precision in the boundary regions. Its value has
arbitrarily been set to 0.2.

∙ point proximity: The points belonging to a target have to appear in point_proximity
* boundary box dimensions range from the target middle point as depicted in the
Figure 3.4. The parameter has been added to limit the count of invalid points that
the radar might produce.

∙ minimum and maximum values: For the purposes of normalization and reason-
able resulting points differentiation the minimum and maximum values for signal-to-
noise ratio, velocity and height (vertical coordinate in case of 3D data) have to be
predefined. They have to be modified according to the detection problem - the ranges
applicable for the cycling route detection are different from the ones applied when
detecting car traffic.

∙ ground truth values set: As the Data Converter & Annotator is rather a gener-
alized tool to meet the requirements of various classification problems, the set of the
possible ground truth (label) values has to be defined.

Figure 3.4: Deadzone percentage & point proximity configu-
ration parameters demonstration

Process

Once the DataProcessorThread of the Analyzer is initialized, an environment (class Envi-
ronment) for the conversion is established. Based on the configuration file described in the
previous section, the normalized ranges for all the attributes are determined and the direc-
tories for image exports are created. What follows is the definition of the relevant region
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(based on the deadzone percentage value) from which the radar data are to be processed.
Next step is to initialize a repository for the frames to be processed. It stores the labels
of the already annotated objects and the target label treshold value (decribed in section
3.1). Then, the main loop of DataProcessorThread of Analyzer initiates the relevant objects
from the Data converter & Annotator module and proceeds with the data conversion as
indicated in the Algorithm 1:

if radarPoints in the circular buffer then
f𝑐 = 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒()
foreach radarTarget in radarFrame do

foreach radarPoint in radarTarget do
if radarPoint.targetId == radarTarget.Id then

if radarPoint is out of relevant region then
next point

end
if radarPoint is too distant from the radarTarget center point then

next point
end
f𝑐.𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡)

end
end

end
Infer target boundary boxes
Export RGB images
Assign ground truths to targets
Update ground truths cache
Export the annotations

end

Algorithm 1: Data conversion & annotation in the DataProcessorThread

After all the relevant points are appended to the targets based on Algorithm 1, the
frame object proceeds with calling the frame processing methods with the goal of exporting
an RGB image along with its annotation. The whole process is depicted in the diagram in
the Figure 3.5.

Firstly, in order to obtain the maximum possible automation for the annotation process,
it is crucial to programmatically determine the location of each object within the frame.
To do so, a simple search for the boundary target points is performed and the coordinates
of a rectangle4 encompassing the set of points are stored for later use. The next step is to
export the encoded radar data as an RGB image. A NumPy array is initialized and at the
positions corresponding to the target points is filled with the appropriate values in each of
the color channels. After that a 16-bit PNG image is exported using the PyPNG Python
library.

As the detected target points are now exported as an image and the precise positions
of targets within the frame (image) are known, the algorithm proceeds with launching a
Python script5 that facilitates the annotation process for each of the images separately.

4The rectangle bounding box corresponds to the YOLOv5 model input requirements.
5annot_helper.py as described in section ??)
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Figure 3.5: Annotation process diagram. The green
colour denotes stages of the process, the blue colour repre-
sents process inputs/outputs. Orange color depicts artifacts
outside the scope of one frame processing.

It launches a simple graphical user interface depicted in Figure 5.3 that offers the ground
truth values previously defined in the configuration file. There is also a possibility for the
user to ignore the given target for any reason. If he/she chooses to do so, the target is
excluded from the annotation process in all the subsequent frames in which it appears.

The important aspect of this annotation approach is that once a target is assigned
a ground truth label, it remains labeled throughout its whole existence. From the first
frame where the object is labeled, over multiple consecutive frames where his properties
and appearance change, till the last frame after which it ceases to exist. In other words,
one assignment of ground truth results in 10-20 (at the rate of 10 frames per second) new
annotated frames in the dataset.

Lastly, the cache of the target: ground truth assignments is updated with the new
targets that were annotated in the previous step. On the the contrary, annotated targets
that have not appeared for more than a defined number of frames (see the Section 3.1) are
removed from the cache. To conclude the process, the annotations are stored in a separate
.txt file for each of the exported frame. They follow the predetermined format of the YOLO
annotations in the form [3]: <object-class> <x> <y> <width> <height>, where:

∙ <object-class>: integer number of object from the range <0, classes)

∙ <x> <y> <width> <height>: float values relative to width and height of image
from the range <0.0, 1.0>

– e.g. <x> = <absolute_x> / <image_width>
– e.g. <height> = <absolute_height> / <image_height>

To provide an example, let me assume there are just two classes, denoted 0 for bicycles
and 1 for pedestrians. Let me also assume that the objects depicted in the Figure 3.3 were
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Figure 3.6: Data annotator GUI

denoted as a bicycle on the left and as a pedestrian on the right. In that case, the contents
of the corresponding annotation .txt file would be as depicted in Figure 3.7.

1 0.766667 0.811111 0.260000 0.155556
0 0.380000 0.633333 0.146667 0.316667

Figure 3.7: YOLO format annotations of the Figure 3.3 on
page 15
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Chapter 4

Dataset

This chapter discusses the mechanism for the automated dataset creation and then the
specifics of the cycling route dataset used in the next chapters.

4.1 Creation mechanism
Once the images along with their annotations are exported, the packager utility (as men-
tioned in Section 3.2.1) is run to divide the dataset into its training, validation and test
parts and distribute the files into their corresponding folders. This division is performed
based on the arbitrarily entered percentages determining the shares validation and test data,
the rest being the training data. As soon as the distribution is done, a ZIP archive con-
taining the training inputs (training + validation data) is created. Its structure is depicted
in the Figure 4.1. An inference (test) dataset is also automatically created. It contains
just two directories - the first one containing all the test images and the second one all the
annotations.

data
images

train
frame_15.png

frame_16.png

valid
frame_79.png

frame_80.png

labels
train

frame_15.txt

frame_16.txt

valid
frame_79.txt

frame_80.txt

Figure 4.1: Contents of the yolov5_dataset.zip archive
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4.2 Environment & challenges
In all the YOLOv5 models that have been trained and evaluated for the purposes of this
work, the cycling route dataset is used both for the training and evaluation. This section
describes the cycling route environment and the challenges that have arisen while analyzing
the data gathered from it.

4.2.1 Cycling route environment

The basis for the dataset is the recording of a cycling route located in Prague, Czech
Republic. It was captured using CAMEA’s proprietary Unicam US-RCA radar which is
based on a off-the-shelf radar-on-chip platform. Its duration is approximately 1.25 hours
and the recording was taken without an interruption during its rush hours in summer
(5.07 PM till 6.30 PM) - see the frame of the parallel video recording in the Figure 4.2
.The recording was plugged in the Analyzer, where the RGB images representing the radar
frames were exported with their annotations using the Data Converter & Annotator tool
as described in the Section 3.2.3.

Figure 4.2: Video recording of the cycling route accompany-
ing the radar recording

4.2.2 Detection challenges

There were multiple attempts made to capture the radar recording and for each attempt
the configuration of the mmWave radar tracker was different. Configuration change led to
different detected radar points, therefore targets. It significantly affected the conversion
and annotation process and in the end there were some trade-offs identified. The main
issue that the Data Converter & annotator had to face was the split of targets representing
cyclists in the boundary areas of the radar sensing. The issue is caused by the following
factors:
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Figure 4.3: Demonstration of a correctly detected object
splitting into multiple objects

1. Target tracker error. An error in the target tracker that fails to track faster-moving
objects correctly. The tracker is implemented by the manufacturer of the millimeter
wave radar - Texas Instruments company. Their technical support was consulted
regarding this matter but no solution for this issue was identified as of the time of
this thesis submission.

2. Speed reflection properties. The cyclists as radar targets span larger area on
the radar frame because of the higher amount of energy produced by a moving object
(and by the bicycle itself).

3. Tracker’s polar coordinate system. Millimeter wave radar object tracker performs
the tracking based on the polar coordinates. The width and height of objects is defined
in the configuration for the tracker, defining an ellipsis. For the tracking in the central
part of the sensing zone of the polar coordinate system, the ellipsis maintains its
orientation, i.e. width and height are projected as defined. In the boundary zones,
however, due to the properties of the polar coordinate system, the width and height
values are projected differently, effectively rotating the differently-oriented ellipsis by
90 degrees as depicted in Figure 4.3.

For all the reasons named above, the cyclists in these regions tend to split into multiple
targets which poses a major challenge for the automated annotator:

∙ False object appearance. Firstly, the tool detects that a new object has to be
labeled while, in reality, there are no new objects apart from the already labeled one.
A workaround for this behaviour is to manually exclude this second false detection
from the annotation process.

∙ Object shape modification. Secondly and more importantly, this second detected
target transfers some of the radar points from the original object, effectively modifying
its appearance. Bearing in mind that the original object is still labeled and part of
the annotation and dataset creation process, this implies that it effectively lowers the
relevance and accuracy of the training data overall.
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Those were the reasons for the introduction of the dead zone percentage configuration
variable as defined in the Section 3.2.1. The variable comes with a trade-off of sacrificing
(dropping) some of the frames to raise the probability of the rest to be more accurate and
relevant.

4.2.3 Two versus three-dimensional sensing

During the quest to encode as much information as possible in the exported RGB image,
it somehow made sense to collect 3D data and obtain a vertical coordinate of the targets
and points as well. Many experiments were run in this direction, all of them failing due
to the implementation error in the 3D tracker. The error caused spatially completely
irrelevant points to be assigned to the targets that they obviously did not belong to. This
issue was reported to the Texas Instruments and since it has not been resolved yet, the
three-dimensional experiments were completely abandoned.

4.3 Contents
Overall, the process described in the previous section led to the creation of directory con-
taining 20863 annotated radar frames. The next step was to distribute the images into
the directory structure required by the YOLOv5 framework as described in the previous
section. Given the relatively sizeable dataset, the shares of the validation and test dataset
were kept fairly low, at 10% and 2%, respectively, while still obtaining reasonably-sized sets
for the validation and testing (evaluation) purposes. The final split in absolute numbers
can be found in the Table 4.1.

Dataset type Percentage Total count of images
training 88% 18327

validation 10% 2106
test 2% 430

Table 4.1: Dataset split into the training, validation and test
parts

There was also a challenge defining the classes that the model will be detecting. Given
the cycling route environment, the obvious choices were bicycles and pedestrians. These,
however, add up to only two-thirds of the total traffic. The last third of the traffic mainly
consists of walking couples, cycling couples, people riding on scooters and runners. At
first glance, creating classes for runners and scooters seemed reasonable. In relation to the
detection challenges mentioned in the Section 4.2.2 and the consequent lowered capability
of the radar to distinguish two neighbouring objects that are moving in the same direction
the classes for walking and cycling couples were created as well.

Although being reasonably-sized, the dataset is not really a balanced one. In total,
there were 23723 objects annotated (so on average more than one per frame) and almost
half of it were annotated as pedestrians. Every fourth object is a cyclist, there are also
5339 pedestrian couples. The detailed split can be studied in the Table 4.1.
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Class Absolute count Class share
pedestrian 9994 42.1%

bicycle 5785 24.4%
runner 2187 9.2%
scooter 355 1.5%

pedestrian couple 5339 22.5%
cycling couple 63 0.2%

Table 4.2: Counts and shares of various classes in the dataset
of 23723 objects
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Chapter 5

Model & training

In this chapter the selection of the YOLOv5 object detection framework will be discussed
and the introduction of the tools used for the training and testing the model outputs will
follow.

5.1 YOLOv5 model
As the neural network framework, the recently released state-of-the-art YOLOV5 model
by Ultralytics was chosen. Having started with YOLOv4, the v5 was preferred because of
its lightweight structure and especially its PyTorch1 backend. The authors claim [2] that
this does not come at the expense of inference speeds that remained at the same level as
in YOLOv4. The framework repository was cloned and copied to the Google Drive. The
structure of its contents is depicted on the Figure 5.1.

For the training to start, the train.py script written in Python language is launched.
It is run with multiple arguments, the most important of which are shown on Figure 5.2.
The script requires the count of epochs to be entered and the model definition file to be
provided along with the basic information about the dataset. Right after the training
is started, before the 1st training epoch, the runtime produces a random set of images
annotated by their ground truth values to make sure the annotations were done properly.
An example of such is depicted in the Figure 5.2.

5.2 Training process

5.2.1 Google Colab

Because of the availability of powerful GPUs (for example Tesla K80), all the training and
evaluations performed for the purposes of this work were run in the Google Colaboratory
environment in its Pro version. It is an online cloud-based Jupyter notebook environment
especially suitable for deep learning models training thanks to its processing power. Google
Colab also offers a seamless communication interface with the Google Drive where all the
datasets and YoloV5 library can be stored in order to streamline the process as much as
possible.

1https://pytorch.org/
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yolo_v5

train.py

detect.py

training

data/

yolov5l.yaml

dataset.yaml

runs

exp0

last.pt

best.pt

exp1

Figure 5.1: YOLOV5 framework directory structure (the
most relevant parts of it)

python ./train.py --batch 16 --epochs 300 \
--data training/dataset.yaml --cfg training/yolov5s.yaml

Figure 5.2: Training launch in the YOLOv5 framework

Jupyter notebooks

The Jupyter Notebook is an open-source web application that allows you to create and
share documents that contain live code, equations, visualizations and narrative text. [1].
A notebook consists of multiple code or comment cells where only one cell is executed
at a time. A cell preserves the runtime context (defined variables, imported modules) of
all the cells that were run before it. So a user is able to define the complete processing
pipeline - unzipping the dataset, copying the necessary configuration files and start the
model training. An example of what a Jupyter Notebook in the Google Colab environment
might look like is depicted in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Images annotated by the YOLOv5 runtime before
the training start

Figure 5.4: Jupyter notebook example. Sections containing
the Python source code are followed by the cells that report
the output of the given cell.

The training pipeline in the Google Colab was defined as follows:

1. Mounting of the Google Drive in the Jupyter Notebook runtime.

2. Installation of all the required Python modules using the PIP package manager.

3. Unzipping of the training and inference (testing) dataset into the YoloV5 directory.

4. Copying of YAML definitions of the YOLOv5 model in the training folder.
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5.3 Training statistics
There are multiple YOLOv5 models available that can be trained as object detectors (as
described in the Section 2.2.3). In this work, three of the four (Small, Medium and Large)
were subject to the evaluation. All models were trained in the Google Colab Pro envi-
ronment equipped with NVidia Tesla V100 16GB GPU providing cutting-edge processing
power for machine learning tasks.

During the training the runtime produces a number of useful statistics at the end of
each epoch. This section shows the graph created using the Tensorboard2 utility displaying
the evolution of the model Mean Average Precision, defined in the following section, and
the objective function value, discussed in 2.2.1.

5.3.1 Mean Average Precision (mAP)

In general, mAP is a very popular metric of performance measurement in object detection
tasks. Its logic can be inferred from the expression defined in the Equation 5.1. Given a
detection q, its corresponding average precision (see the next subsection) is calculated, and
then the mean of all these AP scores for all the classes produces a single number, called
the Mean Average Precision, summarizing the model performance [17].

𝑀𝐴𝑃 =

∑︀𝑄
𝑞=1𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑃 (𝑞)

𝑄
(5.1)

Intersection over Union (IoU)

In order to be able to calculate the average precision, a crucial concept of Intersection over
Union (IoU) has to be defined. Given the ground truth bounding box and the inferred
one, IoU metrics is a ratio of the overlap area of these two bounding boxes and their area
of union. This concept is demonstrated in the Figure 5.5. The validation detections are
categorized as follows:

∙ As true positive are defined the predictions where IoU > 0.5.

∙ As false positive are defined the predictions where IoU < 0.5.

∙ As false negative when the object was not detected at all.

The 0.5 treshold value used above as a decision boundary is rather an arbitrarily selected
number. The higher it is, the more confidence regarding the accuracy of the detection is
achieved. Higher treshold also means that fewer detections are considered valid, therefore
creating downward pressure on the mAP criterium. In the YOLOv5 training reports, the
mAP 0,5 criterium is calculated at the end of each epoch, corresponding to the already
discussed 0,5 IoU treshold.

Using the Intersection over Union criterium, a set of detections is split into the valid
and invalid parts. In the next step, the valid ones are used to calculate Average Precision
(AP) which is, to finalize the calculation, plugged in the Equation 5.1 to calculate Mean
Average Precision (mAP).

2https://www.tensorflow.org/tensorboard
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Figure 5.5: Intersection over Union (IoU) demonstration [15]

5.3.2 YOLOv5 small & medium model

After several experiments, the baseline count of training epochs for all the models was
arbitrarily set to 260. Nonetheless, the shape of the mAP curve of the Small and Medium
model in the last 60 epochs (see the Figure 5.6) indicated that there could be achieved some
performance improvements by increasing the number of epochs. Another training run of
400 epochs in total was therefore performed and its performance implications are discussed
in the Section 6.2. The absolute training durations of all the models can be found in the
Table 5.1.

Model Count of epochs (%) Elapsed time (hrs)
YoloV5 small 260 20.5
YoloV5 small 400 31.5

YoloV5 medium 260 33.5
YoloV5 medium 400 51.5

Table 5.1: Absolute training durations of the Small and
Medium YOLOv5 model

Figure 5.6: The development of Mean Average Precision
(mAP) of the YOLOv5 small model over the 260 training
epochs using the validation set.
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Figure 5.7 depicts the development of the YOLOv5 objective function value for the
Small model 3. Its trend reflects the expected pattern that over time the model should
improve its detection abilities with training.

Figure 5.7: Development of the objective function value dur-
ing the 260 training epochs of the small YOLOv5 model.

5.3.3 YOLOv5 large model

Given the training statistics of the YoloV5 Large model, mainly its almost non-increasing
mAP value in the last training epochs (as depicted in the Figure 5.8 on page 30), it was de-
cided that increasing the number of training epochs would have probably had no significant
effect on its performance, as opposed to the Small model.

Figure 5.8: Development of Mean Average Precision (mAP)
of the YOLOv5 large model over the 260 training epochs
using the validation set.

3For the Medium model, the development was quite similar, so its depiction was skipped.
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Chapter 6

Performance evaluation

The trained models were subject to testing of their performance using the inference checker
utility introduced in Section 3.2. This chapter introduces the F-score as a necessary metric
to be able to evaluate the models, describes the utility that implements the F-score logic
and discusses the actual results obtained.

6.1 Evaluation process

6.1.1 F-score

In this section the F-score will be introduced along with its prerequisites - precision and
recall. This metric was chosen because of its unique capability of equally weighing precision
and recall in an environment of imbalanced class distribution [11], which is the case of the
dataset discussed in this work (see the Table 4.1 on page 23 for details).

For the purposes of the next subsections, let us define a few key terms:

∙ True Positives is a set of objects where every object was assigned a correct label.

∙ False Positives is a set of objects where every object was assigned an incorrect label.

∙ False Negatives is a set of objects not detected by the model.

It is worth mentioning that in this work, a slightly different approach was chosen to deter-
mine whether the detection is correct. Specifically:

1. Check the detection label.

2. If label matches, then check the coordinates of the bounding box.

3. If the coordinates match with a given tolerance, the detection is correct.

It other research it is often the case to choose Intersection over Union metrics (as defined
in the Section 5.3.1) for the third step. For more details about the method used in this
work, refer to the next section.
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Precision

Precision evaluates the fraction of correctly classified instances among the detected ones
[7]. It is a ratio of correctly predicted objects (no matter what their class is) divided by
the total number of predicted objects as expressed in the Equation 6.1.

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠+ 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
(6.1)

Recall

Recall is a metric that quantifies the number of correct positive predictions made out of
all positive predictions that could have been made (see the Equation 6.2). In contrast
to precision that takes into account only correct positive predictions out of all positive
predictions, recall provides an indication of missed positive predictions [5].

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠+ 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
(6.2)

Precision or recall?

Should a machine learning engineer decide between using precision and recall for measuring
the model performance, it is important to note that maximizing one of them is often at the
expense of decreasing the other. Specifically, choosing [5]:

∙ precision as a performance measure means the focus is on minimizing false positives

∙ recall as a performance measure means the focus is on minimizing false negatives

Alone, neither precision or recall do not represent all the facts about the situation. We can
have excellent precision with terrible recall, or alternately, terrible precision with excellent
recall [5].

F-score

As previously mentioned, choosing precision or recall as a single measure is not ideal.
Fortunately another metric combining these two into one score was introduced - F-score. It
is calculated as the harmonic mean of the two fractions (see the Equation 6.3) and weights
precision and recall equally [11].

𝐹_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
2 * 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 *𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
(6.3)

Therefore, F-score as used as a main performance indicator when evaluating the trained
models in the upcoming sections.

6.1.2 Testing

For the evaluation of the trained models another Jupyter Notebook was set up in the Google
Colab environment. Its purpose was to run the detect.py Python script of the YOLOv5
framework. The workflow is described in the following paragraphs.
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Detection

For the detection purposes, the detection script is launched using the trained weights (Figure
6.1) to perform the detection on the folder with the inference dataset, i.e. images and
ground truth labels. The script performs the detection on each image from the source
folder, augments it with the object bounding boxes and produces an annotation in the
YOLO format (see the Figure 3.7 for details about the YOLO format).

python ./detect.py --source inference/images/ \
--weights runs/exp10/weights/best.pt --conf 0.1 --save-txt

Figure 6.1: Example of the detection script launch

It is important to note that processing of one image took on average 12 milliseconds
using the Small model, 15 ms using the Medium one and, finally, 18 ms using the Large one,
supporting the claims about the YOLO model’s detection speed mentioned in the Section
2.2.3.

Detections evaluation method

The proceedings of the inference checker utility flow as described in pseudo-code in the
Algorithm 2. It compares the detected annotations with the ground truth values. If these
match, also a position of the detected bounding box is analyzed. If it deviates by an arbi-
trary selected amount of 5% from the ground truth coordinates, the object is reported as
not detected. This binary detection approach to approving or disapproving the detection
is more strict than the usual Intersection over Union metrics (as defined in 5.3.2), sup-
posedly deteriorating the overall performance results. Once the statistics of every frame
are calculated, the process concludes with calculating an average to determine the model
performance.

analyzer = AccuracyAnalyzer()
foreach inferred image annotation (each inferred frame) do

Initialize repository and parse the detected annotations
Initialize repository of ground truths and parse them
analyzer.add(frame id, annotations, ground truths)
analyzer.compute frame statistics(frame id)

end
analyzer.compute overall statistics()

Algorithm 2: Inference checker algorithm

The example output of the inference checker can be studied in the Figure 6.2. It offers
detailed insight into what objects were detected and how many of these detections were
wrong.
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Figure 6.2: Example output of the inference checker utility

6.2 Model performance
Using the process described in the previous section, all three models were evaluated and its
performance was measured based on a testing set that consisted of 430 randomly selected
images from the whole data set (2% of the total image count as mentioned in the Table
4.1). All models reported a similar F-score of 90%; the large one reported the best F-score
of 90.82% as can be analyzed in the Table 6.1.

Model Count of training epochs Precision (%) Recall (%) F-score
YoloV5 small 260 87.94 94.19 89.75
YoloV5 small 400 88.87 93.26 90.18

YoloV5 medium 260 88.43 93.72 89.85
YoloV5 medium 400 90.08 94.19 91.31

YoloV5 large 260 89.5 94.19 90.82

Table 6.1: YOLOv5 models performance evaluation

As discussed in the Section on page 29 the Small and the Medium models were subject
to the experiment of performing a higher training run of 400 epochs. In comparison with the
base run, the additional training of the Small model achieved approximately 1% increase
in the precision while the accuracy decreased by the same amount, keeping the resulting
F-score fairly similar.

The situation was significantly different for the Medium model, that gained more than
1% in precision while also increasing the recall by 0.5%, increasing the overall F-score by
approximately 1,5%.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Multiple goals were outlined for this thesis. Firstly, to familiarize myself with the radar
sensor based on radar-on-chip platform and the Convolutional neural network (CNN) prin-
ciples. Secondly, to identify a way of encoding the information from radar frames into
images and consequently to train the CNN on the dataset composed of those encodings.
And finally, to implement an application to perform the detections and to discuss whether
this is a viable path towards object detection using the millimeter wave radar.

The core challenge of this work was to create a reasonable encoding of the radar data.
After several iterations in cooperation with CAMEA company I succeeded in doing so.
Simultaneously, a tool has been implemented to facilitate the annotation of the encoded
images, enabling the users to generate sizeable datasets very quickly. Based on the study
of the available approaches to solve the object recognition problem using the Convolutional
neural networks, You Only Look Once (YOLO) was selected as the architecture of choice. I
successfully trained multiple YOLO-based models and performed numerous object detection
test runs. A cycling route was chosen as the most suitable environment to validate the image
encoding and the training & detection pipeline. In this setting, the model achieved 91%
accuracy of the detections.

During the pursuit of the goals defined for this work, I learned about the millimeter
wave radar technology, broadened my knowledge of image formats and data encoding, what
the dataset preparation entails, familiarized myself with cutting-edge cloud technologies
tailored to perform machine learning tasks and got a grasp on object detection techniques.

As I consider the results of this work to represent a proof of concept, it could be
expanded in multiple directions. I would like to continue working on the optimization of
the data encoding so that it provides even a better representation of radar sensing in any
given frame, thus improving the accuracy of the detector at the other end of the pipeline.
Furthermore, more specialized tools for specific use cases, such as, for instance, detection
of passenger cars versus trucks, can be implemented using the principles validated in this
work.
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Appendix A

Contents of the included storage
media

∙ mmWaveAnalyzer: a directory containing the Data Analyzer implemented by
CAMEA containing the also the code implemented exclusively for this work, specifi-
cally:

– DataProcessor.py: mainly implemented by CAMEA, there are added parts
implemented for this work (denoted in the source code)

– dataconverter: a directory with the source code for the Data Converter &
Annotator tool

– inference_checker.py: a Python script used for the analysis of the detection
accuracy (called from the YOLOv5_test.ipynb)

– packager.py: a utility to process the output of the data conversion & annotation
process that splits the dataset into training, validation and testing parts based on
the required percentages (creating yolov5_dataset.zip and inference_dataset.zip
archives)

– NNdataviewer.py: a utility to create an animation from the encoded radar
frames - used mainly for development purposes to detect any potential anomalies

∙ annotation.mp4: a video presenting the Annotator tool implemented for this work

∙ YOLOv5.ipynb: Python notebook used in Google Colaboratory environment to
extract the dataset and train the YOLOv5 model

∙ YOLOv5_test.ipynb: Python notebook used in Google Colaboratory environment
to test the detection accuracy

∙ weights: a directory containing trained weights for all the YOLOv5 models discussed
in this work

∙ yolov5_dataset.zip: an archive containing the dataset for the YOLOv5 training,
already split into the corresponding subdirectories as described in Chapter 4

∙ inference_dataset.zip: an archive containing the dataset testing the trained YOLOv5
models (as described in Chapter 4)
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